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A scalarsinglet particle,namedU, is coupledto the Higgs sectorof the standardmodel for
the purpose of parametrizingthe large Higgs mass behaviourof the theory. The radiative
correctionsto the low-energyparameters(p parameter,W massshift)are computedatone-and
two-loop levels. The new contributionsdemonstratethearbitrarinessof the heavy-Higgstheory,
i.e., the dependenceon the way of taking the large-Higgs-masslimit, but theyfail to restoreits
uniqueness.TheU particleeffectsathigh energiesareexaminedin accordancewith partialwave
analysismethodsdevelopedin the study of ~ scattering.The correctionsto the 13 parameter
are derivedfrom the longitudinalvectorbosonscatteringamplitudecalculatedbelowthe 1 TeV
threshold.Assuminga small,of the orderof 10%, differencebetweenthe massesof thescalars,
we find a small but positive enhancementto the standardmodel contributions.Theoverall result
indicatesthat no resonancewill appearin the isospin I = I channelat any energyabove the
threshold.
1. Introduction
The least understoodpart of the standardmodel is the Higgs sectorwhich
providesthe massgenerationfor the various fields by meansof their interaction
with the Higgsscalar.The theoreticalrole of theHiggssectoris that it rendersthe
theory renormalizable.In this sensethe Higgs field functions as an ultraviolet
regulator [1]. Thus one would expectcertain radiativecorrectionsto grow with
growing Higgs mass. However, at low energies (below 100 GeV) the Higgs
contributionsto radiativecorrectionsare at mostlogarithmic at theone-looplevel.
Due to this “screeningtheorem” [1] no evidencefor the scalarsectorhas been
found so far. The main goal of the next generationof colliders is to test the
standardmodel at higherenergiesabovethe screening.The outcomeis expected
to follow one of two distinct possibilities[1—31:Either a light Higgsparticle(with
massmuch lower than 1 TeV) will be discoveredor the weak interactionsbecome
strongat highenergies.According to unitarityconsiderationsor argumentsrelative
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to the size of radiative corrections, the threshold of the new phenomenais
expectedat around1 TeV.
We examineaspectsof this latter possibility, namely, the heavy-Higgs-mass
theory. In this perspective,the Higgs sectormay be consideredas an effective
low-energy representationof the unknown high-energystructure, given that it
providesthe renormalizabilityof the model. Accordingly, the massof the Higgs
becomesthe natural cutoff of the theory and by taking it to be infinitely large
(m —* Qc) the particleitself is removedandwe may study the cutoff sensitivity [1].
However, previousstudiesrevealedthat the heavy-Higgstheory is notwell defined.
The limit m —* ~ maybe takenat the tree level (non-linearo--model)or, thescalar
sector of the standardmodel may be studied as a function of a very large,
ultimately infinite, Higgsmass (linear a--model).While at the one-looplevel the
limit is unique in the sensethat there exists a correspondencebetween the
coefficientsof the singlepolesin the former and of the logarithmic (ln(m2)) terms
in the latter [4], this correspondenceis lost at the two-loop level. An extensionof
this analogyat the two-loop level would require a correspondencebetweenthe
quadraticdivergences(n = 3 poles,wheren is thedimensionalityof space-time)of
the non-lineara--model and the quadraticterms in the Higgs massof the linear
a--model. Explicit calculation of radiativecorrections [5,61at the two-loop level
with the latter revealsthe existenceof m2 effects that have no analoguein the
correspondingresult of the non-lineara--model.Due to the appearanceof these
ambiguousterms,the uniquenessof the theory in the limit breaks down at the
two-loop level. On the otherhand,it may be that thereexists amorecomplicated
correspondencebetweenthe two modelsat the two-loop level, but nothingmoreis
known at this moment.
The arbitrarinessof the heavy-Higgs-masstheory may be demonstratedby
meansof a scalarand singletparticle, namedU, coupled exclusivelyto the Higgs
sectorof the standardmodel [7]. The U particle affects the limit in the following
sense:A heavyU coupled strongly only to the Higgs sector is invisible at low
energies.The appearanceof its contributions in radiativecorrectionsdesignates
the effects that are ambiguousin the limit. A such, U is a technical lever to
parametrizethe large-Higgs-masseffects.In otherwords,heavyobjects interacting
only with the Higgsdo not seemto decouple,despite the fact that the minimal
Higgs is enough to restore renormalizability. In this respect,it may be quite
interestingto examinewhat the possiblestructuresthat affect the large-Higgs-mass
limit are, how they affect preciselythe observablequantitiesandfinally whether
they really representanything aboutphysicsabovethe threshold.Thus, in view of
the arbitrariness,it appearsnecessaryto follow the only alternativeroute and to
considerthe consequencesof a variety of heavy-Higgssectors.It is worth noting
here that the experimentallyverified value for the p parameter(p = 1) suggests
that the more likely candidatesfor extensionsof the minimal Higgs sectorare
singletparticles,since otherrepresentationsareeitherforbiddenor seemunnatu-
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ral in thesensethat theyrequirea fine tuning to ascertainthe masslessnessof the
photon[8,91.
In this paper we investigatea general gaugeinvariant coupling of a singlet
particleto the minimal Higgssectorwhich generalizesthe couplingof ref. [7]. Two
models emerge, modelsA, B dependingon whether U develops a vacuum
expectationvalueor not. This work may be divided into two parts: The first part
examinesthe U-particleradiativecorrectionsto low-energyparameterssuchas the
p parameterandthe gaugebosonmassshifts. In the caseof a heavyU field, the
appearanceof m2 correctionswill demonstratethe role of U as a meansof
parametrizingthe ambiguity in the heavy-Higgs-masslimit. Moreover, the new
contributionsmay be suchas to cancelthe aforementionedambiguoustermsthat
appearin the linear a--model.It is possible that an extra structurein the scalar
sectoris responsiblefor the apparentambiguity. A model that would succeedin
thiswould gain a lot of credibility andwould requirefurther investigations.
The secondpart of the paper is involved with calculatingthe U-particle effects
upon the longitudinalWW scatteringat centerof massenergiesM2 ~ s ~ m2 (M
being the vectorbosonmass).At energiesbelowthe thresholdat I TeV perturba-
tive calculationsare still a valid approximationin the sensethat the one-loop
correctionsdueto a heavyHiggsmassarewithin 10% [7,10].The questionis how
to makedefinite predictionsfor energieshigherthan 1 TeV wherethe structureof
the Higgs sector, in caseit is strongly interacting,will becomeapparent.It has
been proposed[3,11,121that the analogybetweenlow-energy~ scatteringand
the tree-levellongitudinalWW scatteringmay suggestthe existenceof a resonance
in the isospin I = 1 channelfor the latter at energiesabove 1 TeV. This similarity
is establishedin terms of the equivalencetheorem [2,3,13] which relates the
unphysicalHiggs q~amplitude to the WLWL amplitude at energieshigher than
themassof the vectorbosonsandit is basedon the fact that both the pion andthe
Higgs systemsare describedby the a--model.Recently it was shown [14] that the
position of the resonancemay be specifiedin termsof the Lehmann /3 parameter
and its value may be derivedfrom the one-loopamplitude of WLWL at energies
below 1 TeV. The treatment parallels the discussionof the pion system by
Lehmann[15] and the validity of the approachis basedon its successesin pion
physics. Thus, when WLWL scattering is observed in the future colliders, the
parameter/3 will be measured.The various models presentlyconsideredwill be
testedaccordingto thevalue they predictfor this parameter.In this sense,/3 is a
parameterof greatphenomenologicalsignificance.However,within the contextof
the heavy-Higgstheory, its value is arbitrary.The calculationof /3 in the large-
Higgs-masslimit indicatesonceagaina dependenceon the wayof taking the limit
and the arbitrarinessmay be demonstratedin terms of the U-particle effects
[14,16]. Given that the large-Higgs-masslimit is not well definedbut it allows for
an additional structurein the scalarsector,we will examinehow the /3-parameter
is affectedby our modelsfor a singletparticle U.
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The paper is organizedas follows: In sect. 2 two modelsfor the U particleare
derived,starting from a gaugeinvariantcoupling of a singlet to the minimal Higgs
sector.In sect. 3 their effectsto thelow-energyparametersarecomputed.We find
that the new contributionsdemonstratethe arbitrarinessof the heavy-Higgstheory
but they fail to restorethe uniqueness.The /3 parameteris derived in sect. 4 via
the calculationof the longitudinalvectorbosonscatteringamplitude for model B,
in the heavy-Higgslimit. We assumethat thedifferencebetweenthemassesof the
scalarsis small, within 10% of the value of the lower mass.We find a small but
positive enhancementin the value of /3. The overall result indicatesthat, for the
chosen range of the parameters,no resonancewill appearat any energy. A
discussionof the correspondingresultsis presentedat the endof sects.3 and4. All
computations were done in terms of the algebraic manipulation program
SCHOONSCHIP.
2. Gaugeinvariant coupling of a scalar singletparticle
In thissectionwe look for the mostgeneralpotentialdescribingthe coupling of
a new scalar and SU(2)x U(1) singlet particle, U, to the Higgs sector of the
standardmodel. A gaugeinvariantcoupling may quite generallybe written as:
V= aKtK+ bU2 + c(KtK)2 + dU4 + e(KtK)U2 + h, (2.1)
where a, b, c, d, e, h are real parametersand K is the conventionalHiggs
doublet.Herewe implied the discretesymmetry U —* — U (in accordancewith the
symmetryH —* —H of the minimal sector).If we further requirethat the potential
has a groundstate,i.e., if
e2—4cd<0, c>Oandd>0, (2.2)












2 ‘ J2 — 4cd—e2’
h = cf’ + df~ + ef
1
2f~.
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To theoriginal Higgssector,representedby thefirst termon the right-handside of
eq.(2.3), we addeda generalgauge-invariantinteractingterm.
The solutions for the minima of the potential of eq. (2.3) are listed below.We
are interestedin the cases where the doublet field has a non-zero vacuum
expectationvalueor else,thereis no massgenerationfor the vectorbosonsandthe
fermions.
(i) If f~< 0 andf~—=f~— b1b2f~/(a~ + b~)> 0, only the Higgsdoubletdevel-
ops a non-zerovacuum expectationvalue: U~= 0 and KQtKO=f~.This will be
referredto as model A. Spontaneousbreakingof the symmetrygives rise to the
following lagrangian:
~model A) ~su2xU1 — ~(a~U)









2’SU2XUI designatesthe minimal standardmodel lagrangian.Here, a
particular choice is madefor the U—H interactioncoupling constant.In accor-





2 = ~g~rg2, where r = ~ (2.5)
This is preciselythe model introducedin ref. [7].
(ii) If f?> 0 and f
1
2> 0, both scalarsdevelopnon-zerovacuumexpectation
values:U~= f~and K~K
0= f~.This casewill be namedmodel B. After sponta-
neoussymmetrybreakingthereappearsa U—H transition. The lagrangianis
~model B)
2’SU2xU1 — ~(a~H) — ~(a,~U)2— ~m~H2 — ~m~U2 — 4g
1csM
2UH
— ~ag2(H2 + ~2)2 — agM(H2 + ~2)H — ~f3g~g2U4— f3g~gMU3
~ (2.6)








2’ 4M2’ S f
The W mass is specified by the vacuum expectation value of the H field:
M2 = g2f~/2.The coupling of the U particle to the minimal Higgs systemhas




2,with y = ~ (2.7)
An importantcharacteristicof this lagrangianis the mixing, of zerothorder in g,
betweenthe fields U and H. As a result,bothdiagonalstatescoupleto the gauge
bosonsandto the fermions.
It maybe interestingto notice that model A is not a particularcaseof model B.
They becomeidentical in the limiting case:
(iii) If f~= 0 the vacuumexpectationvaluesbecome:U~= 0 and KOtKO ~f2>
0. After spontaneousbreakingoneof the eigenstatesis masslessandtherefore,this
caseis of no interest.
To completethe study of the extendedpotentials, it may be interestingto
examinea potentialwithout the symmetry U —~ — U:
V= aKtK+ bU2 + c(KtK)2 + dU4 + e(KThK)U2 + kKtKU +1U3 + h.
In this casethe minimization conditionsamong the various parametersbecome
quite complicated.To simplify the situationone may start from a potential in the








The consequencesof sucha model will not be examinedhere. We would like to
mentionthat the model of eq. (2.8) with b
2 = = 0 hasbeenstudiedin the past
[17].
3. U particle effectsupon low-energy parameters
The modelspresentedpreviouslywill be examinedin this sectionwith respectto
low-energyparameters,measuredat energiesbelow 100 GeV. The computations
will be donein the large-Higgs-masslimit, with emphasisgivento the effectsof the
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models in the limit where the U particle becomesas heavyas the Higgs. In
connectionto the arbitrarinessof the large-Higgs-masslimit, an attempt will be
madeto restorethe correspondencebetweenthe linear andnon-lineara--models
via the U-particle effects. As mentionedin the introduction, while both models
give an equivalentdescriptionof the heavy-Higgstheoryat the tree- andone-loop
levels, this is not the caseat the two-loop level. It has beenpointed out that the
ambiguity in the two-loop resultscanbe attributed, at leastpartly, to the absence
of Higgsself interactionsin thenon-lineara--model[5]. The questionable(quadratic
in m) terms of the linear a--model seemto havea specific signature,in the sense
that theycontainthe transcedentalnumbers~ or a Clausenfunction Cl(ir/3) and
they can be tracedback to the diagramswhere they originated. By choosingthe
interactionof the U field with the Higgs to be similar in form with the Higgsself
interactions(eqs. (2.5)—(2.7)), we may be able to generatenew correctionsof the
sameform andthus, obtain a cancellationthat will simplify or completelyrestore
the correspondencewith the nonlineara--modelat the two-loop level. Of courseif
this programwereto succeed,suchan investigationshouldbe carriedon to higher
order corrections.It may be interestingto notice that if we take the strong-cou-
pling limit (a~—~ ~) of the extendedpotential given in eq. (2.3) at the lagrangian
level, the U particle decouples.
3.1. ONE-LOOPRENORMALIZATION FOR MODEL A
We study model A describedby the lagrangianof eq. (2.4). We follow the
renormalizationschemeexplainedin detail in ref. [5]. It involves two steps.The
first stepincludesthe calculationof the following:
(i) All infinities (polesin n-4) of all two-point andthree-pointfunctions.
(ii) The completeset of tadpolediagrams.
(iii) All termsbehavinglike m2 for the two-point andthree-pointfunctions.
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In order to accountfor the contributionsof the U particle, the s’s, found in the
standardmodel [5], haveto be modified in the following way:
1m2 1
— ~,(SU




2 1m2 1m2 1 1
+ ~~(- j~g~+ ~ ln(m2) - ~g~+ ~ lfl(M2))
g2 1 m2 ~.2 m2 1 m2
+~—~(n—4)~
1m2 1 ~.2 1 1
+ ~ ~ 1n2(m2)+ + — ~ ln(M2) + ~ ln2(M2)),
g2 1 m2 1 m2
~
2(SU2x U1) + 8~
2(n— ( — ~g~2)
g2 1 m2 ?T 1 m2
+ — ~ ~g~(-~=~ _2) — ~ ~ ln(m2)
1 m2 2 1 m2 2
~ ln(m2)+Tj-~~g~
while the rest of the standardmodel shifts remain unaltered.Substitutionof the
resealedquantitiesin the gaugeinvariant lagrangianreproducesall infinities and
m2 termsat one-looplevel. The termswith g~and g,ç refer to heavyandlight U,
respectively.Also, ~2 — öm.
For the specificationof 5~we required the subtractionof the whole tadpole,
including the terms proportionalto e = n — 4. Omissionof this latter step would
introducefalse m2g~contributionsto the leptonicprocessat two-loop. Also, ~2 is
determinedin a way that the lagrangianparameterm is the physicalmassof the
Higgsparticle(locationof pole of propagator).As a consequenceof this, the only
m2 terms remaining,after the one-loopsubtraction,are to be found in the Higgs
self energy.The renormalizationof the new coupling constantsg~and g
5 is not
presentedhere,since it doesnot enterthe presentcalculations.
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3.2. MODEL A. RADIATIVE CORRECTIONSTO THE p PARAMETER AND THE VECTOR
BOSONSMASS SHIFTS
(i) The p parameter.It is definedas the ratio of thestrengthsof a neutralanda
chargedcurrent process,at low energy.As such,it is customaryto consider
scatteringand ~ decay,respectively,at zeroenergyandmomentumtransfer.
We will calculatethe leading,in the Higgsmass, radiativecorrectionsto the p
parametercausedby theintroductionof the U particledescribedby the lagrangian
of eq. (2.4). Diagrammaticallyspeaking,the U-particle effectsappearin the form
of self-energyinsertionsto the Higgs lines. Given that the coupling of the Higgs
fields to the leptons is very weak (proportional to Miepton/Mw), the relevant
diagramsare the ones in which the Higgs interactsonly with the vector bosons.
Thus theU-dependentcorrectionsarisefirst at the two-loop level andin particular
through irreducible two-loop vector boson self-energyinsertions. As far as re-
duciblediagramswith U dependenceareconcerned,they alwaysinvolve tadpoles
which cancel against diagramswith counterterms,since the whole tadpole is
subtractedin the one-looprenormalization.Finally, the diagramscontainingtwo-
loop tadpoleswill not be computedsincethey couple to the chargedandneutral
vector bosonslineswith a relativestrength1 and 1/c2 respectivelyandtherefore,
do notcontributeto the p parameter.
The irreducible vector bosonself-energydiagramswith U-particle effects fall
into four different topologies,shown in fig. 1. From these,due to the subtraction
of the m2 termsat the one-looplevel, the disjoint diagramsof figs. ic, id cancel
againstthe linear-in-ga termsof the one-loopdiagramswith counterterms.Conse-
quently, no U-dependentcorrections on the photon—photonand photon—W
0
amplitudesareobtained.All new correctionsto the vectorbosonself energiesare
shown in fig. 2. The crossesstandfor one-loopcountertermswith g~dependence.
It shouldbe notedthat additional countertermsproportionalto g
4 arisewhenwe
perform the shifts mentionedearlier in two parametersor fields of the sameterm
of the lagrangian.Thesemustbe kept at the two-loop level andthey contributeto
the selfenergies.However, the U-dependentsuchcontributionsdo not contribute
—a— —b— —c— —d—
Fig. 1. Topologiesfor two-loop irreduciblevectorbosonself-energydiagramswith Udependence.
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U
~
Fig. 2. Diagramscontributingto the p parameterandtheW massshifts.
to the p. Detailsof the calculationsare given in appendixA. The correctionsto the
p parameteraregiven by
1 c2H°(p2= 0) 1 He(p2= 0)
= (2~)~i M2 — (2~)4i M2
where Hc,O denotethe chargedandneutralvectorbosonself energies.The result
for light U is
~p=0+O(ln(m2)), ifm~=M (3.1)
andthus,no information on light U matter canbe derivedthroughmeasurements
of p. For heavyU, the leadingcorrectionsgrow like m2, as follows:
m2 1 12 iT 3iT
~ ~ ifm~=m. (3.2)
At this point, the fitting of the free parametersM, s
5 and g to the experimental
datamustbe performedby meansto low-energyleptonicprocesses,for instance,~
decay(to define the Fermi constant),a neutralcurrentprocessi.e., P/Le scattering
(to definedthe weak mixing angle)and Coulombscatteringof muonson electrons
(to define a = e
2/4ir) [18]. For the presentcalculation, the tree-level fitting is
appropriate,which gives the experimentalor tree-levelquantities,as follows:
e2 ~
G=F 8M~~ 4ir 4ir
a-~ ~2~+1
= with ~ = 1 — 4~2 . (3.3)
a-~ ~2+~+1 exp
Hence, eq. (3.2), with the experimental low-energy values substitutedfor the
parameters,gives all the effectsof a heavyU particle. Theresult will be discussed
in section3.4.
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(ii) The Wmass shifts. The dominant,quadraticin m, contributionsof the new
scalarU to the massshift of the vectorbosonswill now be considered.The mass
shift is defined as the difference between the values of the “on-shell” mass
(position of the pole of the propagator)and the “experimental” mass(defined in
(3.3)):
M2-M2
3M = CXP and 3M
0 = 0 0,exp
2M 2M0
wherep
2 = —M2 and p2 = —M~are the positionsof the pole of the chargedand
neutral W propagators,respectively.The new contributionswith U dependence
are given by




wherewe havewritten the irreduciblevectorbosonself-energydiagramsas
H~?(p2)= (2iT)4i[AcQ(p2)6/L~+Bco(p2)p/Lp~I.
The subscriptsc and 0 refer to chargedand neutral bosons,respectively.The
U-particleeffects appearat the two-loop level in diagramsshown in figs. 2a, 2c.
Detailsof the calculationaregiven in appendixA.
In the case of a light U particle, m~=M, the quadraticcontributionsto the
massshifts are zero. The leading dependenceis logarithmic in m. For heavyU,
m~= m, we find
6M= g4g~~163841T4 [_~-~r-Cl(~) + ~], (3.5)
m2 1 4 iT ir 1M
3M
0= —g
4g~--~l6384iT4[ 3V~ (~)+ —p-] —
= _g4g~~(9s2+1) l6384iT4[3~(3)3~]’ (3.6)
where the free parametersare to be replacedby their experimentalvalues. See
sect. 3.4for a discussionof the result.
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3.3. THE p PARAMETER FOR MODEL B
We examinethe consequencesof model B describedby the lagrangianof eq.
(2.6), as far as the cancellationof the ambiguousterms is concerned.For this, we
computethe new correctionsto the p parameter.
The calculationis done in terms of the non-diagonalfields H and U. At the
one-loop level, there are no vector boson self-energydiagramsinvolving the U
field. However,the presenceof the new scalaris manifestedthroughthechangeof
the propagatorfor the H field (see appendixB). The one-loopresult is found:
3g
2 m~ m~.
= — 64i,-2 In -~~- +~ ln —~-- (3.7)
whereU is the weakmixing angleand y is defined in appendixB. The first term on
the right-handside is precisely the standardmodel result with the original Higgs
mass substitutedby the lower masseigenvaluem —. The secondterm in eq. (3.7)
representsthe new effects arising from the extensionof the scalarsector. Notice
that this termmay becomearbitrarily largeas the ratio m~/m~.grows.Thus,the
reportedcorrespondence:ln(m2) [linear model]—* 2/(n — 4) [non-linear model] is
violated evenat the one-loop level. It may be worth noticing here that at the
two-loop level the complications become even worse. New types of Clausen
functionswith argumentsdifferent than 77-/3 enterthe calculations.In this sense
the ambiguityis increased.
3.4. DISCUSSION OF THE LOW-ENERGY RESULTS
We have computedthe two-loop effects of the U particle of model A at low
energies.The result indicatesthat light U mattergives weak(at most logarithmic
in m), correctionsto the p andthe vectorboson shifts. In the caseof a heavyU
particle, the radiativecorrectionsto the p parameterand to the W massshifts
havea leading dependencewhich is quadratic in the Higgsmassat the two-loop
level. While the neweffectsarevery small for direct observation,their occurrence
demonstratesthat the U particleis a suitablemeansof parametrizingthe ambigu-
oustermsin the heavy-Higgslimit, assuggestedin ref. [7]. It also indicatesthat the
decouplingtheorem[19] does not apply in the case of heavyscalarsinteracting
with a strength proportional to the square of the heavy mass. However, the
restorationof the correspondencebetweenlinear and non-lineara--modelsis not
possibleandmodel A must be dismissedin this respect.In fact, concerningthe p
parameter,if we compareour result of eq. (3.2) with thecorrespondingonefor the
standardmodel [5] we observea striking similarity in form. Apart from an overall
factor 9 (a combinatorialfactor), our result reproducesthe terms containingthe
Clausenfunction and the Tr/ ~1i which, as mentionedearlier, are precisely the
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Fig. 3. Additional diagramcontributingCl(ir/3) termsin thestandardmodel.
ambiguousterms.Unfortunately,theseterms appearwith the samesign in both
calculationsand,since they are quadraticin g~,the cancellationcannotoccur.In
the resultsfor the massshifts, eventhis analogyin form is lost. While termswith
the Clausenfunction appearin eqs.(3.5) and (3.6), no such effects arise in the
standardmodel result [6] due to the existenceof an extra source of Clausen
functionsin thediagramof fig. 3. No correspondingtopologyexistsin the enlarged
model. Consequently,the elimination of the ambiguousm2 termswith this model
is not merely a sign problem but it also involves a discrepancyin structure.
However, even if we hadsucceededin exactlyduplicatingthe ambiguousterms in
all observablequantitiesin termsof anothermodel, the problemwould not have
beensolved.This studyrevealedthat the greatestdifficulty stemsfrom the double
occurrenceof the new coupling constantg~.This seemsinherentin all models.
For this reason,we tried to createa model with a fermionic U-particle. The idea
was that a fermionic loop would provide the extra minussign needed.In fact it is
possible to construct a sensible model with an ultra-heavy fermionic singlet
coupled to the Higgs sector(by meansof the see-sawmechanism)but unfortu-
natelyit doesnot producethe appropriatequadraticeffects in the large mass.
The studyof model B in sect.3 indicatedthat modelswith a mixing betweenthe
scalarsfurther complicatethe relation betweenthe linear and non-lineara--mod-
els. The extendedHiggssectormanifesteditself evenat the one-looplevel with
correctionsthat may becomesignificant if the differencebetweenthe two mass
scalesis large.
The aboveanalysiscovers all extensionsof the minimal theoryvia the addition
of a singletwith thesymmetry U — — U. Moreover,it certainlydiscouragesfurther
investigationof modelswithout this discretesymmetry.Thus,theresultsof a heavy
and stronglyinteractingscalarsectorremainarbitrary.
4. U particleeffectsupon WLWL scattering and the ~ parameter
We now focus on the effects of the extendedscalar sectorat energieshigher
than the massof the W’s and evenhigherscalarmasses.At first we computethe
radiativecorrectionsto the WLWL —~ WLWL scatteringamplitudewhich is expected
to play a decisive role in revealing the nature of the electroweak symmetry
breaking sector. In case the Higgs is heavy, it has been suggestedthat the
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prominentsignalfor the newmulti-TeV hadroncolliderswill comefrom the WW
fusion [3]. Next, following the treatmentof ref. [14], we derive the Lehmann /3
parameterfrom the one-loop WLWL scatteringamplitude calculatedbelow the
threshold.While the dynamicsof the stronglyinteractingsectorareunknown,this
approachextrapolatesthe lower energy results, in accordancewith partial wave
analysismethodsdevelopedin the studyof iTIT scattering[15]. The /3 parameter
designatesthe position of dynamical resonancesin the TeV regime where the
perturbativetreatmentis not valid. When computedin the heavy-Higgslimit, /3 is
sensitiveto the way the limit is taken, a fact which may be demonstratedby its
dependenceon the U particle of model A [14]. Here we will examinethe U
particleeffectsupon the position of resonancesfor the particularcaseof modelB.
We will work in the limit where m± are infinitely largebut with valuesclose
together,i.e., without introducinga masshierarchyin the heavysector.
4.1. THE MODEL
A simplified version of model B (see eq. (2.6)) will be usedto computethe
radiativecorrectionsto the longitudinal WW scatteringamplitude at the one-loop
level. We consideran SU(2)gaugetheorywhich is the limit of the standardmodel
for zero weakmixing angle.The gaugeinvariant lagrangianis given by
~‘G1 = — — ~ya + gE~WbWc)2 — ~M2W2 — l(a~)(a~a + gabcJ4~4~)
+ ~gW~(Ha/L4~— 4~3/LH)— ~-gMW2H— ~-g2W/L2(H2+ ~2) —
— ~(3/LH)2— ~(3~U)2 — ~m~H2 — ~m~U2 — 4g~aM2UH





2(H2 + ~2)U2 —g~agM(H2+ ~2)U —g
1ag5gMHU
2, (4.1)
where a = m~/4M2and /3 = m~/4M2.Thecompletelagrangianincludesa gauge
fixing term and a ghost lagrangian.The Feynman—’t Hooft gaugeis chosen.The
Feynmanrules are given in appendixB.
Forreasonsthatwill be explainedin sect.4.3 the existenceof two differentmass
scales in the scalar sector introduces considerabletechnical difficulties in the
computationat hand.For this reasonwe make the following assumptionswhich
simplify the calculationswhile still illustratingthe generalpropertiesof the model.
In generalwe may havem~a m~.The simplestchoiceis
m~= m~= m2. (4.2)
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1 <1. According to eq. (4.3), the coupling g1 is a measureof the
differencebetweenthe two large scalarmasses.We makethe additional assump-
tion that this differenceis small:
(4.4)
and calculatethe correctionsto the WW scatteringthat are linear in g,. Notice
that the sizeof g. doesnot affect the strengthof the U—H coupling sincethe latter
also dependson ~ Thus the model describestwo heavyscalarsof approximately
the samesize interactingstrongly.As free parametersin the scalarsectorwe take
m_ and g1, while an expansionin g, yields
m~=m~(1+ 2~g~I
~H ~(k2+
1m2+ + k22 ) = k2±m~(i - 1g
11 k
2±m~+O(g,~)).(4.5)
In this sensethe parametermFI, which plays the role of the cutoff in the standard
model, is now substitutedby m — andthe presenceof extrascalaris indicatedby
the linear-in-g, effects.
4.2. ONE-LOOPRENORMALIZATION
The renormalizationschememay be outlined as follows: As a first step one




H~H(1 +3H) +6HUU+ —3t,
M





so that m,~—~ m~(1+ 3m +
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In the above we have introduced the parameterp~as follows: m~ m2 and
m~
4am
2. As mentionedearlier (see eq. (4.2)) we assumeat the tree level:
muren= Hren OF, P~ren= 1. In general this relation is not valid at the one-loop
level,hencethenecessityto introduce3/L. Insteadof 6M wewill use: 3~+ ô,/2.
The secondstep in the renormalizationprograminvolves the specification of
the various 3’s in a way that they reproducethe infinities and all the terms
proportionalto the squareof the heavyscalarmassesat the one-looplevel. Thus
the renormalizationprogramrequiresthe calculationof:
(i) the completeset of the tadpolediagrams,
(ii) all infinities and terms quadratic in the heavy massesm± of all the
two-point functions,
(iii) the infinities of the three-pointfunctions.
As far as the subtractionof the finite (quadraticin the heavymass)terms is
concerned,it is sufficient to computethem only in the self-energydiagrams.It
then follows from the Ward identities that the three-point and the four-point
diagramsarealsofree of quadraticdependencein theheavymasses.The argument
[5] doesnot hold for diagramswith H or U externallines. The shifts3~and~ are
specifiedby the subtractionof the completetadpole for H and U.
The terms (i)—(iii) are reproduced up to terms of order g~by the following
values:
g2 3 M~ 3m~ m~ M2 3 m~
16ii~2(n—4)
+ 3tf’
g2 3 m~ 9 M~ 1 m~ 3 m~
= 8ir2(n —4)




g2 9 3m~ 1 m~ 3 m~
6m52(~4) ~ +~Ig~I-~+3mi,
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g
2 9 9M2 3m~




g2 19 g2 43
8i~-2(n—4)12’ 3g — 8iT2(n—4) 2
The finite 6’s (indicatedby the index f) are chosenin a waythat the reproduce
the radiative correctionsthat havea quadraticdependencein the heavymasses
m ~. Their values,up to termsof order g7, are the following:
g2 3 3M2 9M2 3m~ 3m~
~tf 16iT2(n 4) (-~- + ~~ln(M2)- ~ + ~~ln(m2)
3 1 m~ 3 M2 9 M2
+~ln(M2) +
1 m2 3 m2
- ~g
1g5~ln(m~) + I g~I
g
2 3 m~ 3 M2 1 m~ 9 M2
6tu,f 8iT2(n 4) — ~.g
5--+ ~g~—5--+ ~g~--—
1 m~ 3 m
2 3 m2
— ~g~-~ln(m~) + I g, I g
5 ~ln(m~) + ~g5-~~ln(m~) ,
g
2 3 9 m~ 9 m~ iT 1 m~ 3 m~
6m182(4) ~
9 m~rr 3 3m~
+ I g~I -~-~ ~=r~ — j-~ln(M2)+ -j-~-~~ln(m~)
1 m~ 3
+ ~g~g
5~ln(m~) + I g~I
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g
2 3 9 m~ 3 m~ 9 m~ iT 3 m~
~/Lt8iT2(fl4) ~
9 m~ 9 m~iT 3 3m2
~
3 m~ 3 m~ 3 m2
+ ~g~~ln(m~) - I I ~ln(m~) + I g~I g~2~ln(m~)),
g2 3 3 m~ 15m~ 9m~iT
6 ~_
g, 8ir2(n — 4) 16 32 S M2 16 M2 16 M2 ~Ii
3 3m~
+ —ln(M2) — — —ln(m2)
16 16M2 —
g2 13 m2 9 m~ 3 m2 ir
~Uf 8iT2(fl_4)(hi(32M232~M216(1~M2~)~
g2 1 m~
6Hf61f 16iT2(n—4) 16 ‘ M2
As a consequenceof this choiceof ~ no m~effectsappearin the ghostsector.
Notice that 6g appearsalwaysaccompaniedby g
1 and thus only terms of zero
order in g1 aregiven above.Oncethe 6’s aresubstituted,m~effectsoccur only in
diagramswith U and/orH externallegs.
The renormalizationof the propagatorsof the scalarfields needssome detailed
discussion.The finite parts
6m’ 6g,’ 6/L, 6~are determinedin a way that the
tree-levelmass eigenvaluesm + and m— remain the polesof the propagatorsat
the one-looplevel. Given that the calculationis donein termsof the non-diagonal
fields H andU, the derivationof thesevaluesinvolves two steps.The first stepis
to specify the conditionsfor the massrenormalizationin terms of the tree-level
masseigenstates~ ± given in eq. (4.3). Let ~ ~(k2) be the self energiesfor Q~
and Q and .~~jk2)be the f2~-Q transitionat one-loop.The quadraticpart of
the effective lagrangianis
~~ff = - ~(3Q)2 - ~m~Q~- ‘(3fl)2 -
(4.6)
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In order to rediagonalizeat the one-looplevel, we needto impose
= —m~)= 0, (4.7)
It follows that the propagatorsmaintain their tree-levelform nearthecorrespond-
ing poles m ~. In order for m+ and m— to be locatedat the positionof the poles,
we shouldalso require
= —m~)= 0 and .~(k2= —mi) = 0. (4.8)
The secondstep in the mass renormalizationprogramis to expressthe above
conditions(eqs.(4.7), (4.8)) in termsof theselfenergiesof the non-diagonalmodes
H and U. Let ~, ~ 2HU bethe H—H, U—U andH—U transitions,respectively.
The associationsbetweenthe two setsof transitionamplitudesfollows by subject-
ing ~ eq. (4.6), to the transformationof the fields given in eq.(4.3). This leads
to
~±= ~ ~+-= ~ (4.9)
As a consequenceof the massrenormalizationconditions, i.e., of eqs.(4.7), (4.8) as
modified by eq. (4.9), m + and m — are the physicalmassesof the two scalars.
4.3. U-PARTICLE EFFECTSUPON THE FOUR-WAMPLITUDE
In this section we computethe U particle effects to the amplitude for four
longitudinally polarizedvectorbosonsat the tree-and one-looplevels. The vector
bosonscatteringis shown schematicallyin the first of the diagramsof fig. 4. The
indices a, b, c and d vary from 1 to 3 and specifythe isospinstatesof the W’s. a,
/3, y, 3 are the Lorentz indices and all momentaare takento be ingoing. In the
centerof mass referenceframe the momentaand the longitudinal polarization
vectorsare:
k = (0,0, k~,ik
0), k’ = —(kr sin 0,0, kf cos 0, ik~1),
p = (0, 0, —k1, ik0), p’ = (k1 sin 0, 0, k~cos 0, —ik0),
1 1
= ~(0, 0, k0, ik,), ~(k’) = — —~(k0sin 0,0, k0 cos 0, ikj,
1 1
= -~(0,0, —k0, ike), E~(p’)= ~(k0 sin 0,0, k0 cos 0, —ik1).
We work in the approximation:M
2 ~‘~zs <<m~.We are interestedin the leading
(quadratic)termsin s, t, u. The computationis donein termsof the non-diagonal




Fig. 4. Topologiesfor one-loopdiagramswithout U linescontributingto WW scattering.
fields H andU. From themonly H couplesdirectly to the vectorbosonfields. The
presenceof U is manifestedin the diagramswith H exchange(see eq.(4.5)).The
tree-levelresult is
1 IgIm~
Atree = (2iT)4ig2 3b6d —s+ m~ 1 — ‘-i- m~+ O(g7)
+6ad6Cb(5 — t) + 6ac6bd(5 u)~ (4.10)
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>c~*-<>~*~o<
Fig. 5. Topologiesfor correctionswith mixedUH propagator.
wheres, t, u are the Mandelstamparametersdefinedas s = —(p + k)2, t = —(p
u = —(k+p’)2. If si, It I, I ul -~©m~all the abovetermsaresuppressed
by a factor 1/mt andmay be ignored.
At the one-looplevel the completecalculationof the new radiativecorrections
involves: (i) Diagramswithout U lines. The relevanttopologiesareshownin fig. 4.
Theseare one-loop graphsalreadypresentin the minimal model as given in ref.
[7]. The new effects arise entirely from the changeof the propagatorfor the H
field. (ii) Reduciblethree-pointgraphswith U linesas shownin fig. 5. The U lines
appearin the mixing propagatorLlUH only. (iii) Diagramswith explicit appearance
of the U propagatorshownin fig. 6a.The blobsstand for the topologiesof fig. 6b.
The interruptedlines representhe mixing UH propagator.
The diagramsshown above are in the s-channel.The result of the t- and
u-channelsis obtainedby crossing,i.e., by exchangingp ~ k’ and k ~ k’, respec-
tively. Finally, the diagramswith countertermshown in fig. 7 must be subtracted
from the aboveresult. The crossesstand for combinationsof 6’s.
For the computationof the diagramsin category(i), we may apply the calcula-
tional tricks of ref. [7]. Essential in obtaining the leading in the Higgs mass
dependenceis the expansionof the Higgspropagator
1 — I p2+2p~q 4(p.q)p2+4(p.q)2
2 2 2 21 2 2 + 2 22
(q+p) +m q +m q +m (q +m)
Powercountingargumentsprescribehow many termsare kept in the expansion.In
the presentcase,both termsN(±)= [(q+p)2 + m~]’ of the modified H propa-
gator should be expandedaccordingly. However, the power counting procedure
becomesextremelycomplicatedfor terms containingboth N(+) and N( —). To
circumventthis difficulty we make the assumptionof eq. (4.4) and we find the
leading,linear in g
1, contributions. The result andsome details of the calculation
for the category(i) are given in appendixC. By inspection it is obvious that the





Fig. 6. (a) Two-point correctionswith U lines contributing to ‘P1W scattering.(b) Topologies of
two-point diagramsrepresentedby theblob in (a).
>< >x<
Fig. 7. Diagramswith counterterms.
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diagramsof category(ii) give terms of order g~and higher. Also, the diagrams
with tadpolescancelagainstthe correspondinggraphswith counterterms.Finally,
the self-energygraphsof fig. 6a yield
AH-exchange = ~g4 I g~I (8ah6cd~~ + 6ac6bd~~ + 6ad6hc~ ~t2). (4.11)
The final result for the linear-in-g






4 I g~I 6ab6cd St — ~2 +
+6ac6hd(s~u,t~s,u~t)
+6ad3bc(5_t~t_U~U_5)]. (4.12)
The completeresult includesthe g,-independenterms which are precisely the
effect of the minimal model given in ref. [7], with the new cutoff m— replacingm.
At this point the fitting of the free parametersg, M to the low-energy
experimental data should be performed. In principle, this introduces new
g4 ln(m~) and g4g
1 contributions.However,dueto a cancellationof thequadratic
termsin s, t, u at the tree level, no new effectsare addedto the leading order
result given above. This may still be expressedin anotherway: Due to the
aforementionedcancellationat the treelevel, it canbe shown in that the four-W
amplitudeat the leadingorder dependsonly on
6m’ 6g and6/L (i.e., the renormal-
ization of the massesof th scalars), while the rest of the 6’s cancel among
themselves.The surviving 6’s appearsuppressedby a factor 1/m2~in the diagrams
with counterterms.Consequently,terms growing like ln(m~) in the 6’s are
irrelevant to the result for the one-loop amplitude at leading order in the scalar
masses.We concludethat that the totalnew effectsaregiven in eq.(4.12)with the
experimentalvaluessubstitutedfor the parameters.
4.4. THE 13 PARAMETER
In this sectionwe usethe result for the correctionsto the WLWL amplitude to
derivethe new contributionsto theLehmann/3 parameter.First, let us review the
definition of this variable.Basedon unitarity and analiticity arguments(dispersion
relations method) [15], the low-energyresult (linear in s, t, u) for the WLWL
scatteringamplitudemay be extendedto a higher rangein terms of two undeter-
mined parameters/31,2:
A(W~W~— WLW~)= 6ab6cd~’(5, t, u) + 6ac6bdF(U, t, s) + 6ad6bcf’(t, s, u),
(4.13)
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with
F(s, t, u) = — 96~2v4{35[ln(s) _13~]+t(t—u)[ln(t) —1321
+u(u—t)[ln(u) —/321}, (4.14)
where v = 2M/g = 250 GeV is the vacuumexpectationvalueof the Higgsdoublet.
The correspondingpion result is given by substitutingv —~f,,..The partial waves
tJ(s)may thenbe calculatedandusedto specifythe phaseshifts from tJ = (cot 6/
— i)’. Finally the effective rangeapproximation is takenby expandingcot 6 at
s = 0. The resonanceis locatedat the position wherecot 6 vanishes.In particular,




Notice that the position of the pole dependson /3 l~2— ~ whose value is
undetermined.Lehmann attempts to derive it from a first order perturbative
result.
Basedon the reasonablesuccessof this method in pion physics,the parameter
/3 wascalculatedin ref. [14] from the one-loopamplitudeof WLWL scattering.In a
similar mannereq. (4.12)yields the following U-dependentcontributions:
/3
1(U)= —1g11, 132(U)= 1g11
/3m/32_/31=2Ig~i. (4.16)
By addingthe g~independentterms,wehavethe completeresult for model B:
)3 _2_9(~r-2) +2Ig~I= —0.32+2Ig~I. (4.17)
Given that we have assumed I g, I ~ 1 (eq. (4.4)), the parametermaintainsits
negativevalue and thus, according to eq. (4.15), no resonanceappearsat any
energy.
4.5. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
We havecomputedthe U particle effectsupon the WLWL scatteringamplitude
at the tree and one-loop levels. We haveconsideredmodel B which describesa
scalarU particlethat developsa vacuumexpectationvalueandthusmixeswith the
traditional Higgs scalarat the tree level. We haveassumeda heavyand strongly
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interactingscalarsectorwherebothmassscalesare infinitely largerthan the other
scalesin the problem.We havealso assumedthat the valuesof the scalarmasses
areclose,the measureof their differencebeing givenby the parameterg. which is
takento be small.The strengthof the coupling betweenthe scalarsremainsstrong
despitethe size of g1. The computationwas done in the form of an expansionin
this parameterandthe leadingorder (linear in g,) termswere found. For g1 ~ 0.1
the new correctionsare roughly of the order of 10% and our perturbativeresult
gives a reasonableestimateof the behaviourof the model. Furthermore, this
expansionallows us to extractthe resultsof the minimal model: They are simply
describedby the termsof zero order in g,. At the tree level we found negligible
effects (see eq. (4.10)) suppressedby a factor 1/mi. The non-zero result at the
one-loop level (see eq. (4.12)) illustrates the arbitrarinessof the heavy-Higgs
theory, a fact alreadydemonstratedin termsof model A [7]. It may be interesting
to notice that, while in model A the new contributionsoriginate exclusively in
self-energycorrectionsof the H field, this is not the casefor the model considered
here.Also, let uspoint out that eq.(4.12) doesnot contain g, ln(m~)terms and
thus, the leading (logarithmic) correctionswith respectto the Higgs mass are
U-independent.
The result for the four-W amplitude was thenusedto derivethe value of the
parameter/3 within the framework of partial wave analysis. The virtue of this
parameteris its independenceof ln(m~) effects. In this way it gives a definite
predictionfor the positionof a resonancein the I = 1 channel(analogousto the p
resonancein TIiT scattering). The new corrections are found to be positive.
However, due to the assumedsmall value of g~,they can not counteractthe
negativevalue obtained by the minimal model. Thus the overall result for /3 is
negativeindicating that thereis no resonanceat any energy. It is interestingto
notice that our result, along with other known examplesof a singlet particle
extensionof the standardmodel [14,16],tends to move the value of /3 toward the
positive rangewhereresonancestart appearing.Onemight wonderwhetherthis
positivity of the U particle effects on /3 holds true for all similarly extended
models.Due to technicaldifficulties, we wereunableto show this for the complete
(non-perturbativewith respectto g,) resultfor model B. Nonetheless,if this were
the case,a largedifferencebetweenthe scalarmassesmight pushthevalueof /3 in
the positive range. In this senseone might ask whether,through the additional
U-particles,we might havean indication of a spectrumof resonancesin the TeV
regime.
We would like to thank ProfessorM. Veltman for suggestingthis problem,for
valuablediscussionsandfor the introductionto SCHOONSCHIP.We also wish to
thank R. Akhoury for discussions.Wewould like to thank the high energytheory
groupat BrookhavenNational laboratoryfor its warm hospitalityandthe useof its
facilities.
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Appendix A
For the two-loop calculationof sect. 3 the methodsdevelopedin ref. [5] are
used.In this appendixwe review a few basicformulae. By differentiatingor using
partial fractionsall two-loop integralscanbe reducedto thebasic one:
1 1 1
(m0m0I m1 I m2) fd’~qd’
1p 2 2 2 2
(p2+m~) q +m
1 (p+q) +m~
(2 1 1 1
= 7T
4~— — + —[1 — 2 ln(m~)]— — — —ir2 — ln m~~ ~2 c 2 12
_ln2 m~-f(a,b)}~ (A.1)











b—a a—b 1 xx s~ —5p —5p 1—— +sp — 2 , (A.2)
x2 1—x2 x2 1—x2
with
x12= ~1 +b—a ±~i~2(a +b) +(a _b)21
The Spencefunction or dilogarithmis definedas
1 dt
Sp(x)~—f —ln(1—xt).of
We give below a few details concerningthe generationof the terms with
Clausenfunctions which are the signatureof the ambiguity betweenlinear and
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non-linearmodels. If a = b> -~the argumentof the Spencefunctions is complex
of unit measure.The seriesexpansionof a Spencefunction for I z I = 1 is
exp(ik~) cos k~ sin k~




Cl(4) = / 2 , = arctan 1 ~ (A.3)
k=1 ~
For a = 1 there appearsterms with the factor Cl(iT/3) which is the signatureof
the ambiguouseffects.
In caseof momentumdependentintegrals(relevant to the W mass shift) we
may find the leadingdependencein the Higgsmassm, as follows. Given that we
work in the heavy-Higgslimit, we may proceedby expandingthe corresponding
integralsaboutthe position of zero externalmomentum.For this, we expandthe
internalpropagator
2 2 21 1 p +2pq 4(p~q)p+4(p~q)
(q+p)2+M2 = q2+M2 1— q2+M2 + (q2+M2)2 —
The expansionallowsusto use the genericform of eq.(A.1) for the calculationof
the momentum-dependenttwo-loop integrals.Also, the p/L-independenttermsare
immediatelysingledout. From the remainingseriesonly a limited numberof terms
given m2 contribution. The dependenceof the various integralson m may be
determinedfrom the following rule: Find the dimensionalityof the integral in
questionby meansof naivepowercounting.This specifiesthehighestpowerof the
heavymassthat can appearin the result.
Appendix B
In thisappendixwe give the Feynmanrules for the SU(2)gaugetheorywith the
extendedscalarsector given by model B (see eq. (4.1)). The additional singlet
particle U developsa vacuumexpectationvalue andmixes at the lagrangianlevel
with the original scalarfield H. Due to the U—H mixing of zerothorder in g, the
completetree-levelpropagatorsareobtainedby summingup an infinite series.
-~ y l—y
H propagator: ~ = 4 2 2 + 2 2
(2iT) ~ k +m~—ie k +m—lE
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~ / l—y y
U propagator: ~U (2iT)4i~k2+m2+_ic + k2+m2_ie)’
/ 1
U—H propagator: ~UH = (2~)4i k2+ m~—i — k2+ rn2—it)’
where





2 2 [±g~mH (m±mH)UI, (B.2)~(gjm~)2+ (m~-m~)correspondingto the masseigenvaluesm~=~{m2u + ~±~/(m~ _m~)2+ 4(gj ~)2j. 3
In sect.4 we makea particularchoiceof the parametersgiven in eq. (4.2), i.e.,
m~= m~= m2. As a consequence,the Feynmanrules become(all momentaare
takento be ingoing)
W propagator: i.1~(W)= k2+ M2 —
6ab
Higgs—ghostpropagator: LV~’(4)= k2 +M2 — i
6ab
F—P ghostpropagator: /r2I~(x)= k2 + M2 —
~. / 1 1
H propagator: = (2iT)4i ~k2 + m2—~E + k2+ m~—ic)’
II / 1 1
U propagator: = (2iT)4i ~k2+ m~— + k2+ m~—if
~ Ig
1II 1 1
U—H propagator: = (2iT)
4i g~ k2+ m~—k — k2+ m~—if)’
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Vertices:
~1Eabe[6ay(k — q)p + 6~~(q~ + 6~(p —
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In this appendixwe describea specialtrick which simplified considerablythe
calculation of the one-loop graphswithout U lines for the four-vector boson
amplitude.All calculationswere done using the algebraicmanipulationprogram
SCHOONSCHIP.The termswith linear dependencein g
1 arisefrom: (i) The m
2
factorsin the vertices,since m2= m~(1+ I g, I + O(g~))and(ii) The g,-dependent
term of the propagator~i
11as given in eq. (4.5). Notice that this term may be




Based on this remark, it is easy to see that the result may be obtained by
dublicating the stepsinvolved in the calculationwith the minimal model as was
done in ref. [7]. One has merely to rescalethe m~factors in the H propagator
(and not in the vertices)by am~. In this way we are able to discernin the final
result betweenthe m— factorscoming from the verticesandthe onescoming from
the propagatorsanddifferentiateaccordingly.The final result for the contribution
of the diagramswithout U lines is
liT2 St us2 t2
A = 6ab6cd — +
+6ac6bd(5 — u, t — s, u — t)
+6ad6bc(s_t~t~u~u_s)].
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